Bernard Mair convened the UCC at 1:38 in 200 Stuzin Hall.

**Members Present:** Bernard Mair, Jean Ballantyne, Margaret Carr, Ken Gerhardt, Stephanie Hanson, David Julian, Edmund Kellerman, Mark Law, John Leavey, Albert Matheny, Wayne McCormack, Kevin Orr, David Pharies, Brian Ray, Jennifer Rea, Edward Schaefer, Elaine Turner

**Liaisons:** none

**Guests:** Roxanne Barnett, Ann Greene

1. **Approval of minutes of April 17, 2012 meeting.**
   Minutes were approved as written.

2. **Update from Faculty Senate.**
   - Report on athletic success rate
   - Report from constitution committee
   - No items that impact UCC

3. **Proposal for changes to the Music minor, effective Summer B 2013.** Dr. Edward Schaefer presented this proposal to create a minor in Music Theory. This proposal was conditionally approved. The college will work with Dr. Mair’s office to clarify the waiver statement.

4. **Proposal to change BFA in Theatre curriculum, effective Summer B 2013.** Dr. Edward Schaefer presented this proposal to allow THE2000 as an introductory course for Theatre majors. This proposal was approved.

5. **Proposal for Jazz minor, effective Summer B 2013.** This proposal was tabled by the college.

6. **Proposed new major in Landscape Architecture, effective Summer B 2013.** Peggy Carr presented this proposal to create a new 4 + 1 combined degree for top undergraduate students. This proposal was approved with a recommendation that the GPA tracking requirements be addressed. One abstention.

7. **Proposed changes to the Communication and Leadership Development specialization in the department of Agricultural Education and Communication, effective Summer B 2013.** Dr. Elaine Turner presented these proposed revisions. This proposal was approved.
8. Proposed changes to the Teacher Education specialization in the department of Agricultural Education and Communication, effective Summer B 2013. Dr. Elaine Turner presented this request to increase the credits for teacher internship to 9. These changes will not increase the overall credit requirements of program. This proposal was approved.

   Dentistry
   • Certificate in Periodontics - approved

10. Notice of New Undergraduate Certificates.
    Fine Arts
    • Arts in Healthcare – previously approved
    • Dance in Healthcare – previously approved
    Agricultural and Life Sciences
    • Landscape Pest Management – approved
    • Pest Control Technology– approved
    • Medical Entomology– approved
    • Urban Pest Management– approved

11. Notice of New Graduate Certificates (information only).
    • None

12. Items from the Academic Assessment Committee (information only)
    • Warrington College of Business Administration – BSBA and BABA majors
    • Warrington College of Business Administration – Accounting

13. Items from the Graduate School (information only).
    • Proposal for a revision of the LL.M. in Comparative Law
    • Proposal for a credit reduction for the Elementary Education Master of Education Degree
    • Proposal for a non-thesis option for the Master of Music in Music Education
    • Proposal for updates to the curriculum of the Master of Music in Music Education

    Liberal Arts and Sciences
    • MET4XXX – Atmospheric Teleconnections – approved
    • ISC2XXXL – Cross-Disciplinary Laboratory 1– approved
    • ISC2XXXXL – Cross-Disciplinary Laboratory 2– approved
    • FRE4XXX – French in the 21st Century - recycle
    • AFS4XXX – African American Studies Internship – recycle
    • WST4XXXXC – Practicum in Health Disparities– approved
• LAH3XXX – Race, Religion & Revolution in the Black Caribbean – approved
• AFA4XXX – Theories of Black America – approved

**Fine Arts**
• MUH3XXX – Music and Healing in Contemporary Africa – conditionally approved
• MUT4365 – Jazz Arranging 1 – conditionally approved
• MUT44XX – Advanced Jazz Musicianship – conditionally approved
• MUT4666 – Jazz Arranging and Composition 2 – recycle
• MUT1361 – Jazz Fundamentals 1 – recycle
• MUT1362 – Jazz Fundamentals 2 – recycle
• MUT1XXX – Jazz Aural Skills 1 – recycle
• MUN3XXX – Jazz Chamber Music 1 – recycle

**Engineering**
• CGN4XXX – Civil Engineering Professional Practice – conditionally approved
• EEL4447 – Laser Theory & Design – approved
• ENU4612L – Nuclear Radiation Detection and Instrumentation Laboratory – approved

**Pharmacy**
• PHA4XXX – Biochemistry in Healthcare – recycle

15. Notice of proposed changes to undergraduate courses.

**Fine Arts** – approve all
• THE2000 – Theatre Appreciation
• THE3173 – Contemporary European Theatre
• TPP3650 – Script Analysis

**Veterinary Medicine**
• VME3001 – The Dog – conditionally approved

**Liberal Arts and Sciences**
• CHM4412 – Physical Chemistry – recycle

**Health and Human Performance**
• SPM2000 – Introduction to Sport Management – conditionally approved

**Agricultural and Life Sciences**
• AEC4942 – Agricultural Education Internship – approved

**Engineering** – approve all
• CAP4680 – Knowledge-Based System: Theory and Practice
• CNT4007C – Computer Network Fundamentals
• EEL3473 – Electromagnetic Fields and Applications II
• EEL4713C – Digital Computer Architecture
• EEL4924C – Electrical & Computer Engineering Design 2
• EMA4061 – Biomaterials: Structure & Properties
• EMA3066 – Introduction to Organic Materials
• EMA4121 – Interfacial Engineering
• EMA4145 – Physical Ceramics 2
• EMA4614 – Production of Electronic Materials
• EMA4645 – Processing of Ceramic Materials
• EMA4615 – Compound Semiconductor Materials
• EMA4120 – Physical Metallurgy 1
• EMA4623C – Process Metallurgy
• ENU4612C – Radiation Detection and Instrumentation Systems
• ENV4041C – Environmental Analysis
• EMA4714 – Materials Selection and Failure Analysis
• CCE4204 – Construction Methods and Management

16. Notice of proposed new professional courses.
   Medicine
   • BMS6XXX – Foundations of Medicine – conditionally approved

17. Notice of proposed changes to professional courses.
   Medicine
   • BMS6003 – Aspect Human Genetics– approved
   Law
   • LAW5792 – Legal Research & Writing– approved

18. Notice of proposed new joint graduate/undergraduate level courses.
   • None

19. Notice of proposed changes to joint graduate/undergraduate level courses.
   Engineering
   • ENU5658 – Image Analysis with Medical Physics Applications– approved
   Agricultural and Life Sciences– approve all
   • HOS5616 – Agricultural Meteorology
   • HOS5325C – Citrus Fresh Fruit Technology
   • ALS5032 – Teaching in Colleges of Agricultural and Life Sciences
   • FYC5425 – Risk Management for Nonprofit Organizations
   • ALS5026 – Advanced Teaching in Colleges of Agricultural and Life Sciences

20. Notice of proposed new graduate courses (information only).
   • MMC6XXX – Advanced Web Topics 1: Advanced Design
   • MMC6XXX – Masters Project Seminar
   • MMC6XXX – Covering the Arts
   • PHC7XXX – Grant Writing Skills in Epidemiology and Clinical Research
   • MHS6XXX – Traumatic Stress and Disaster Mental Health Counseling
   • MHS6XXX – Multicultural Issues in Disaster Mental Health Counseling
   • MHS6XXX – Disaster Mental Health Counseling and Vulnerable Populations
• AFS6XXX – Anthropology of Humanitarian Intervention
• TPP6XXX – The Alexander Technique III
• TPP6XXX - The Alexander Technique II
• TPP6XXX – The Alexander Technique I
• FVR6XXX – Orientation to Forensic Vocational Practice

21. Notice of proposed changes to graduate courses (information only).
   • URP6132 – Growth Management Powers II

22. Items from the floor:
   • The UCC thanked Dr Matheny for 14 years of service on the UCC
   • All undergraduate and professional certificates approved by the UCC will be forwarded to the Academic Assessment Committee